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Storage For Machine Learning 
Common Misconceptions

• I need super low latency IO 
Prefetching 

• I can tier to slower storage 
Learning over the entire data set 

• Put as many GPUs/Accelerators in a box 
Cost of server << Cost of GPU
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ML STORAGE

THREE QUESTIONS TO ASK 
OF YOUR ML STORAGE
Machine learning is more than just a trendy hot topic in the IT world; it’s a completely new type of 
workload in the enterprise that is transforming how data is collected, stored, analyzed and leveraged 
now and into the future.

Organizations looking to implement ML workloads as 
part of their overall IT environment need to consider the 
following questions:

1. Does my storage have the right architecture for 
ML?

With ML being a fundamentally different approach in the en-
terprise, it comes as no surprise that it also brings completely 
new requirements for storage. Performance, scalability and 
operational needs of an ML environment are substantially 
different than what the typical storage infrastructures have 
been engineered to provide. While organizations might not 
experience issues caused by the wrong architecture during 
initial workloads, storage is sure to become a bottleneck as 
production is scaled up.

Because most enterprise storage is fairly monolithic, with filers 
that have hardware-induced performance limits, adding more 
GPUs becomes a cause of these bottlenecks and the storage will 
prevent scale-up architectures from actually scaling. Additionally, 
the NFS protocol used in enterprise NAS storage is another bottle-
neck, as it was designed for single storage servers more than two 
decades ago rather than multi-server environments in use today.

What is needed to overcome these limitations is a storage system  
with a linear scale-out architecture. Such a scale-out architecture 
will remove the bottlenecks of individual hardware components 
and those imposed by protocols like NFS. This architecture also 
provides unlimited performance, whereas faster hardware 
(scale-up) mainly acts as a burst buffer. Scale-up is essentially 
paying for performance twice and doesn’t make sense; it is 
more economical to scale out with unlimited performance.
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Figure 1: Monolithic storage appliance cre-
ates a bottleneck due to limited scale-up.

Figure 2: True scale-out storage can grow in lock-step with your GPU servers, delivering unlimited perfor-
mance to a single namespace.

Traditional True Scale-Out
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Storage For Machine Learning 
Scale-Out for Unlimited Performance

• Unlimited performance 
• Unlimited capacity 
• Flash & HDD in one tier 

• No NFS, please 
• Even better: Kernel bypass
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Quobyte Data Center File System  
True Scale-Out Storage for Machine Learning

• Linear scaling of performance 

• All steps of the pipeline 

• TensorFlow plugin 

• Flash & HDD 

• Ease of use 
200 Quobyte nodes with ½ FTE
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